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Steve Minson, Simon Knox and Hildy Kovacs on the Elements

Invest in quality 
New Zealand furniture  
that’s made by hand 
and known by heart.
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NEWPORT SETTEE, BAXTER CHAIR
PARK-A COFFEE TABLE OB 01

CONTACT INFO
Kovacs Design Furniture- Factory, 
Administration & Trade Showroom
1000 Ferry Road
Ferrymead
Christchurch 8023
Canterbury
New Zealand
Phone: 03 384 2999
Fax: 03 384 2997
E-mail: info@kovacs.co.nz
Trade showroom open weekdays,         
viewings by appointment

Kovacs Auckland Trade Showroom 
at James Dunlop
6 -10 Akepiro St 
Mt Eden 
Auckland 
Contact: 09 309 5553 / 027 493 6004 
Samantha Hurd
E-mail: Samanthah@kovacs.co.nz
Open 8.30 - 5.00 weekdays
A company representative is not always on 
site, please phone to arrange a consultation

Wellington Design Library
21 Marion St
Te Aro 
Wellington
Contact: 04 384 1801 
Open 9.00 - 5.00 weekdays
 

Kovacs manufactured 
products are available from 
select stockists and design 
professionals throughout 
New Zealand. 
SEE PAGE 81 FOR OUR STOCKISTS LIST.
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FRONT COVER: 
Axle Settee, Mason Circular 
Coffee Table Lge 

BACK COVER: 
Newport Settee, Park-A
Coffee Table Ob 01 

It’s been a while in the  
making. However we’re 
sure you’ll agree the new
website has been worth  
the wait.

kovacs.co.nz
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With sleek lines and sophisticated bearing the modern 
lounge can make an exceptional design statement while 
providing complete comfort. There are many different 
ways to enjoy such furniture. Our recommendation?    
Grab a good book and a drink, put your feet up and 
with no nagging second thoughts, to-do lists or other 
distractions, slip into utter, unequivocal relaxation.

LOUNGE

LACROSSE STOOL, LOFT SETTEE, MASON CIRCULAR COFFEE TABLE

At once inviting, 
enchanting and 
unexpected.
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AXLE SETTEE, MASON CIRCULAR COFFEE AND SIDE TABLE

bella
The Bella’s angular structure and composed attitude makes it an extremely 
adaptable piece for a range of settings. Place it under a windowsill at home and 
stretch back. Or, in a commercial setting, line up a row of chairs side by side 
and cover your bases. With a narrow frame and slim-line arms this piece is also 
ideally suited for tight spaces and, with a carefully chosen fabric, you can add an 
individualised sense of sophistication. Seat and back cushions are reversible.

brooklyn
The Brooklyn’s peaceful symmetry and astute simplicity allow it to sit easily in 
apartments or open spaces. A low back and level arms keep the silhouette compact 
and tight upholstery ensures a neat appearance over time with both fabric and 
leather as options. The slim plinth adds finer detail to an otherwise substantial piece 
and balances the circular elements with contrasting angles. Wooden legs, long 
and tapered, elevate and soften the profile. With a sturdy Southland beech frame, 
reinforced by steel in the two larger sizes, the shape is designed to last. In a world 
where extremes are easy and design is disposable, the Brooklyn stands out as a 
study in composure and balance.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair 82 84 80 
2 Seater 145 84 80
2.5 Seater 180 84 80
3 Seater 209 84 80
Seat height     45

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

2 Seater  153 85 71
2.5 Seater 181 85 71
3 Seater   213 85 71
3.5 Seater 236 85 71
Seat height     45

axle
Named for the robust steel frame at its heart, the Axle is a minimalist 
masterpiece with complex attraction. Simple and masculine in form, the imposing 
steel frame is striking from a distance while providing industrial strength in 
functionality. This frame sets up a surprising contrast to the comforting lines of 
the cushioning, which combines feather and foam. The feather-filled arms create 
a plush, pliable surface to sink into which, together with the crafted seat and 
back, brings you a new level of comfort. Although it seems incongruous, the 
Axle really is strong and soft at the same time. It’s a blend of the qualities most 
valued by Kovacs.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair 101 92 81 
2.5 Seater 185 92 81
3 Seater 217 92 81
3.5 Seater 240 92 81
Seat height     46

The imposing steel 
frame is striking 
from a distance 
while providing 
industrial strength 
in functionality. 
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grace
Sophisticated and sumptuous, retrospective and romantic, the Grace is undoubtedly 
an investment in refinement. While bold and effortless in bearing, closer inspection 
of the Grace uncovers clever little details. Along with the careful balance between 
authoritative lines and enticing curves the octagonal tapered legs provide a distinct 
look and lightness of manner. Three different densities of seat foam and two in the  
back deliver plush comfort and hours of luxurious repose. The craft of artisan furniture 
design is about such details. In the Grace such craft is at its pinnacle. Available in a plain 
non-fluted back and seat option.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair   87 86 73 
2 Seater  137 86 73
2.5 Seater  165 86 73
3 Seater   196 86 73
4 Seater  242 86 73
Seat height       44

dakota
Modern lines combine with luxurious comfort in the Dakota. At first glance the 
cut-away angles and distinctive foot give the appearance of pared back style. In 
contrast to this the cushioning provides a clear invitation for relaxation, the Ergofill 
packed seat and back cushions giving both a plump feather-down appearance 
and enduring comfort. Whether covered in fabric or leather the Dakota brings 
contemporary style to any room. Seat and back cushions are reversible. Now 
available with removable covers.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair   82  92 78 
2 Seater   145  92 78
3 Seater   209  92 78
3.5 Seater  232  92 78
4 Seater  255  92 78
Seat height       45

cone leg option

DAKOTA SETTEE, MOD COFFEE TABLE 02
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Modern lines 
combine with 
luxurious 
comfort in 
the Dakota.

club
Specifically designed for apartment living, the medium height Club provides 
generous seat depth and width without overpowering any space. Available as 
a chair and settee in multiple widths, the Club can be covered in either fabric or 
leather. When upholstered in leather the standard saddle trim stitching uses a 
matching colour to add strength and character. However a contrast stitching colour 
can be requested to create a look all your own. Club has fixed seats.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair  101 88 83 
2 Seater  146 88 83
2.5 Seater 187 88 83
3 Seater   206 88 83
Seat height     48
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henley
The design of the Henley delivers from-the-past glamour and in-the-now 
sophistication. This is a transitional piece, designed to sit equally well in a century-
old wooden-floored bungalow as a sleek, ultra-modern setting. The English rolled-
arm style, wide and accentuated with a slight outward roll, creates the spacious 
feeling the style is known for. The thick seat cushions are contoured for maximum 
comfort. Additional elements place the design firmly in the present day. The balanced 
proportions of the steel base provide an efficient solidity and easy compatibility with 
other modern pieces.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

2.5 Seater 190  95  72
3 Seater   222  95  72
3.5 Seater 245  95  72
Seat height        44

hudson
Lighthearted and refined, the Hudson’s careful balance suits a wide range of 
residential and commercial applications. In conception and construction distinct 
elements stand out. The gentle curves of the geometric design and heavy-duty foam 
provide good looks and enduring comfort. Back cushions are reversible, the seats 
are not - can be made reversible upon request. Now available with the option of a  
timber tapered leg.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair   96  95  82 
2.5 Seater 178  95  82
3 Seater   210  95  82
4 Seater  256  95  82
Seat height        45

heath
With a smaller than expected footprint and plush cushioning the Heath shares a 
family resemblance to the Bronte. This is an earthy piece, a snug, comforting couch. 
With a narrow frame it is also an excellent and efficient use of space. The design can 
define a space without dominating it. The eight-sided leg and simple lines ensure it 
looks great from all angles. The layered foam of the seat cushion, soft side arms and 
luxurious back cushioning sends out an invitation to nestle. The Heath blends into an 
environment – the timeless form and long-lasting comfort will keep this piece fresh 
for years to come. Now available with removable body covers.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

2.5 Seater 176  92  76
3.0 Seater 208  92  76
3.5 Seater   231  92  76
Seat height                    44

Glamour from 
the past, in the now 
sophistication...

HENLEY SETTEE
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groovy
Now is the time to get back into your groove. The Groovy chair and couch provide 
timeless sophistication and superior structural and surface integrity. The chair, 
available in both fabric and leather, is a laid-back, deceptively spacious piece.     
With its stylish leather demeanour the couch is both elegant yet slightly irreverent,  
a look that matches the decorative demeanour with pure design functionality. 

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair   90 88 89 
2.5 Seater 167 88 89
3 Seater   197 88 89
Seat height       45
Ottoman  57 64 45
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idra
Making greater use of available space while maximizing functionality was the driving 
principle behind the Idra’s design. It’s solid and comfortable thanks to broad arms and 
low base. This base is complimented with a high, supportive back and with the soft, 
comforting fill providing just the right amount of snug. Acting as a ‘standard settee’ is 
however only one of the Idra’s tasks. A 400mm extendable base sits neatly under the 
frame, allowing conversion into a media lounge or, taken a step further, a handy guest 
bed. In this way you can make more of your space, when and where you need it.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

2.5 Seater  195 104-139 95
3 Seater   227 104-139 95
3.5 Seater 250 104-139 95
Seat height       46

jigsaw
The Jigsaw is a compact settee with a stylish, contemporary feel. Its proportions are 
low and sleek with slim arms allowing maximum seating comfort while keeping the 
Jigsaw foot print to a minimum. The beauty and versatility of this design is a discrete 
yet functional feature...the back cushions are shaped to be easily raised giving 
extra seat depth and back height to support shoulders. The highly resilient back 
cushions offer the ultimate combination of comfort and practicality. Together with the 
commercial grade seat foam and suspension, luxurious seating is ensured. The arms, 
while finely proportioned are well padded to add to your overall comfort. The Jigsaw 
has, at its core, a solidly built frame that will provide years of enjoyment.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair   89  98  73
Chair (H)   89  98  89 
2.5 Seater 162  98  73
2.5 Seater (H) 162  98  89
3 Seater  194  98  73
3 Seater (H) 194  98  89
4 Seater  240  98  73
4 Seater (H) 240  98  89
Seat height        50
H = with headrests up

jed
Classic, clean and contemporary, the Jed’s simplicity of design belies its focused 
bearing and clever adaptability. Sitting upon a rigid steel base, the settee may at first 
seem angular, even severe. But that potential sharpness is circumvented with edges 
softened by gentle curves and the careful balance overall of aesthetic appeal and 
physical comfort. This provides a fresh settee with confident simplicity and style. The 
charcoal coated base is standard, devised to suit any number of coverings, making the 
Jed a truly versatile piece. It suits the residential lounge and the commercial waiting 
room (ensuring people will be happy to linger). Optional timber plynth available.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair     (N) 82  82  79
Chair     (W) 104  82  79 
2 Seater     (N) 139  82  79
2 Seater     (W) 161  82  79
2.5 Seater  (N) 163  82  79
2.5 Seater  (W) 185  82  79
3.0 Seater  (N) 195  82  79
3.0 Seater  (W) 217  82  79
3.5 Seater  (N) 228  82  79
3.5 Seater  (W) 250  82  79
Seat height                  43.5
N = Narrow Arm W = Wide Arm

wide arm narrow arm

Softened by gentle 
curves and a careful 
overall balance.

JED NARROW ARM SETTEE, PARK-A TABLES

KOVACS CATALOGUE 2019  |  www.kovacs.co.nz
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lynx
The relaxed profile and generous proportions of the Lynx offers instant and enduring 
comfort. Soft, supportive and seductive, it’s subtle curves and strong construction 
has been designed to provide ergonomic wellbeing and artisan style. At ease in both 
residential and commercial settings, and available in a range of fabric coverings, the 
Lynx is an adaptable piece that covers a range of aesthetic requirements. The Lynx is 
available with either a narrow arm version or the original wide arm. 

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair     (N) 92  88  77
Chair     (W) 106  88  77 
2.5 Seater  (N) 168  88  77
2.5 Seater  (W) 182  88  77
3.0 Seater  (N) 200  88  77
3.0 Seater  (W) 214  88  77
4.0 Seater  (N) 246  88  77
4.0 Seater  (W) 260  88  77
Seat height                    44
N = Narrow Arm W = Wide Arm

wide armnarrow arm

lincoln
With bold styling and solid construction the Lincoln evokes a classical approach to 
furniture design – the look of yesteryear, updated for the here and now. As with the 
original chesterfield, the deep buttoning and upright bearing provides an enduring 
sense of sophistication. However the Lincoln goes beyond its influences, which 
results in a settee suitable for everything from enhancing the small apartment to 
refining the upmarket hotel suite. Seat cushions available using Ergofill.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair   90  85 74.5 
2 Seater   145  85 74.5
3 Seater   200  85 74.5
Seat height          46

loft
This furniture needs to work from every angle, and filling a functional, physical and 
aesthetic role from any perspective can be difficult. That’s why we’re so proud of the 
Loft. At once inviting, enchanting and unexpected, the settee is somewhat of a visual 
contradiction – a sturdy, grounded and enduring piece that also appears to gracefully 
float above its surroundings. With captivating design appeal from all angles the Loft’s 
clean, efficient lines provide room to stretch out and the highest quality commercial 
foam entices you to do so.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

3 Seater   213  100  76
3.5 Seater 245  100  76
Seat height        46

With bold styling 
and solid 
construction the 
Lincoln evokes a 
classical approach 
to furniture 
design...

LINCOLN SETTEE
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marlow
The Marlow deserves positioning where it can be seen from all angles. Interesting 
elements within the design, such as the angled relief of the arm backs, repeated 
in the slant of the solid legs, are as attractive to the eyes as the cushioning is to 
the body. While the legs provide a solid aesthetic grounding the settee, it is in fact 
remarkably compact. This contemporary design suits any modern or transitional 
setting. Whether you are ensconced in the settee or simply gazing in admiration from 
across the room, the Marlow will give pleasure to anyone who chooses it.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair   82 87 79 
2 Seater  141 87 79
2.5 Seater 167 87 79
3 Seater   197 87 79
3.5 Seater 220 87 79
Seat height       44

max
Good design is as much about what’s left out as what’s included. For the Max this 
balance is crucial – the understated style and clean efficiencies providing classic 
modernist style with a twist. If there’s one thing it is, it’s more than ‘one thing’, a 
hinged back cleverly engineered to extend influence and functionality. Rather than 
imposing itself the Max compliments the surrounding space – it’s at home as much in 
the small apartment as it is the family living room or the concrete-floored loft space. 
While the wide arm is anchored with a timber slab foot keeping the profile low and 
solid, the narrow arm version looks sleek on a contemporary metal ‘pin’ foot and 
provides a more compact footprint. 

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

2.5 Seater (N) 171  95  70
2.5 Seater (W) 195  95  70
3 Seater  (N) 196  95  70
3 Seater  (W) 220  95  70
3.5 Seater (N) 220  95  70
3.5 Seater (W) 244  95  70
Seat height        44
  Pin foot height  73 
  Pin foot seat height  47

maverick
When it comes to the Maverick big is beautiful – and plush is perfect. An emboldened 
version of our Lincoln, this settee is both expansive and elegant. Here, the deep 
diamond buttoning and highest quality materials mean you can stretch out in comfort 
without compromising an iota of style. Appearing at once nonconformist and at ease the 
Maverick’s at home within an ornate setting, a commercial environment or as an entirely 
unforgettable stand-alone feature.  Seat cushions have the option to be reversible and 
are also available using Ergofill.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair   94.5  85 74.5 
2 Seater   147  85 74.5
3 Seater   207  85 74.5
3.5 Seater 230  85 74.5
4 Seater   253  85 74.5
Seat height        46

wide arm with slab footnarrow arm with pin foot

sienna
Compact and with a youthful, contemporary feel, the Sienna’s proportions are 
designed to give maximum seating while taking up minimum space. Hard-wearing 
Ergofill cushions offer both comfort and practicality – the plump feel of feathers 
without the daily maintenance. A versatile piece, the Seinna looks great upholstered 
in a combination of fabrics. With the option of removable covers, its look can remain 
fresh through the years. Seat and back cushions are reversible.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair   82  84 80 
2 Seater   145  84 80 
3 Seater   209  84 80
Seat height        46

statesman
The Statesman is without a doubt a substantial addition to any room. But it is also 
one that has your ultimate relaxation in mind, and one that can fit in to even the most 
busy of rooms. With its robust look and classic style this model is still ultimately made 
with comfort in mind. A supportive high back is coupled with generous, broad arms 
and snug cushion fill, understated legs enhance the solid look and modern textured 
fabrics, subtle patterns and traditional leathers support the aesthetic style. We invite 
you to enjoy life with the Statesman; it’s a good place to be.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair  103  94 101 
2 Seater  162  94 94
2.5 Seater 192  94 94
3 Seater  221  94 94
Seat height       53

SIENNA CHAIR, 
MOD SIDE TABLE

Compact with 
a youthful 
contemporary 
feel...
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Contemporary interior design is shaped by the ever-
evolving ways with which we entertain in our homes. 
Increased demand for modular seating in recent times 
highlights this change – the ability to adapt space to 
allow for social interaction that’s both widely inclusive 
and individually intimate. When you value gathering 
together this is the furniture range for you.

MODULAR
LOUNGE

ELEMENTS MODULAR LOUNGE
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Versatile and 
enduring style 
is elementary.
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The Bronte, with 
contemporary 
lines and careful 
stitching provides 
a modern look that 
is aesthetically 
pleasing to the eye.

BRONTE MODULAR LOUNGE

bronte
Take a seat on the hugely comfortable 
Bronte and enjoy the plush, enveloping 
support. Put your feet up with a book and 
drink nearby and you’ll never want to 
leave. In the words of the designer, this is 
the “ergonomically correct slouch-couch”, 
the perfectly layered foam capable of 
satisfying even the most discerning. The 
modular elements also provide layout 
flexibility and the construction materials 
durable integrity through the years. It’s 
all without compromise in style too, 
with contemporary lines and careful 
stitching providing a modern look that is 
aesthetically pleasing to the eye.

DIMENSIONS (CM)     WIDTH DEPTH          HEIGHT

2.5 Seater Settee    158   92   85
3 Seater Settee  183   92   85
3.5 Seater Settee  208   92   85
Straight Unit Twin Standard (no arms) 158   92   85
Straight Unit Twin Large (no arms) 173   92   85 
Corner Unit  92   92   85
Ottoman  92   92   47
End Unit Twin Standard (LH / RH arm)  162   92   85
End Unit Twin Large (LH / RH arm)  177   92   85
End Unit Twin Standard (LH / RH arm) with side table    194   92   85
End Unit Twin Large (LH / RH arm) with side table  209   92   85
Straight Unit Twin Standard (no arms) with side table    188   92   85
Straight Unit Twin Large (no arms) with  side table  203   92   85
Seat height      47
Coffee Table - Glass Top 120   65   40
Side Arm Cushion   70   50   

End units can be specified 
with left hand or right hand 
arm. (Left or right is 
determined by looking at 
unit, not sitting on it.)

OttomanCorner Unit Glass top Co�ee TableStraight Unit Twin
Large

Straight Unit Twin
Standard

3.5 Seater Settee3 Seater Settee2.5 Seater Settee

End Unit Twin Large / 
right arm

End Unit Twin Standard / 
right arm

End Unit Twin Large / 
left arm

End Unit Twin Standard / 
left arm

End Unit Twin Large / 
right arm with side table

End Unit Twin Standard / 
right arm with side table

End Unit Twin Large / 
left arm with side table

Straight Unit Twin Large / 
left side table

Straight Unit Twin Standard / 
left side table

Straight Unit Twin Large / 
right side table

End Unit Twin Standard / 
left arm with side table

Straight Unit Twin Standard / 
right side table
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2.5 Seater Settee 3 Seater Settee 3.5 Seater Settee

End Unit Single / 
left arm

End Unit Twin / 
left arm

End Unit Single / 
right arm

End Unit Twin / 
right arm

End Unit Chaise / 
left arm

End Unit Chaise / 
right arm

columbia
The ultimate ‘slouch couch’, the 
Columbia is quite simply the most 
comfortable modular seating on 
the market – sink in, disappear and 
luxuriate in this extravagantly cushioned 
furniture. There’s extra depth front to 
back and top to bottom and the slim, 
contoured arms ensure it fits in and 
stands out in both contemporary and 
traditional settings – the flowing lines 
and sumptuous support a welcome 
departure from boxy lounge suites. 

With intricate finishing, a solid 
beech frame and maximum-comfort 
cushioning the Columbia guarantees 
years of lasting comfort and maximum 
enjoyment. Seat and back cushions of 
Columbia are reversible.

DIMENSIONS (CM)     WIDTH DEPTH          HEIGHT

2.5 Seater     172 99 82
3 Seater     210 99 82
End unit Single (LH / RH arm)    86 99 82
End unit Twin (LH / RH arm)    156 99 82
End unit Triple (LH / RH arm)    226 99 82
Corner unit     118 107 82
Seat height       46

2.5 Seater Settee -
supplied in two pieces

3 Seater Settee -
supplied in two pieces

End Unit Single/ 
left arm

End Unit Twin/ 
left arm

End Unit Triple/ 
left arm

Corner UnitEnd Unit Single/ 
right arm

End Unit Twin/ 
right arm

End Unit Triple/ 
right arm

118

118107

detroit
Technically complex and elegantly stylish, 
the Detroit is an architectural piece that’s 
up to date, above the standard and 
beyond the everyday. 

While the lines evoke the Loft this settee 
has an elegant handwriting all its own. 
The arms are refined, the back filed in, 
the seat cushioning wraps around and, 
when necessary, rises up. With Southland 
Beech, adaptable MDF and robust steel 
construction the design is sleek yet 
strong. 

Change the combination of fabric and 
leg colour and it will fit into any interior 
environment with succinct, enduring 
solidity. For ‘floating above’ European 
sophistication and at-home functionality 
the Detroit rises to the occasion.

DIMENSIONS (CM)      WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

2.5 Seater      187 94 70
3 Seater      212 94 70
3.5 Seater      237 94 70
End Unit Single (LH / RH arm)    107 94 70
End Unit Twin (LH / RH arm)     190 94 70
Chaise Unit Single (LH / RH arm)    107 139 70
Seat height          44
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A unique and 
usable piece.

elements
This is a design that is both expansive in 
style and personalised in use. 

Elements provides a distinctive approach 
to assembly, both the arms and backs 
are interchangeable and are able to 
be moved and locked to the base unit. 
Creative buttoning and supple, supportive 
and luxurious cushioning make the overall 
aesthetic a dream-like one.

Elements can be added to and adapted 
to its environment, and being able to 
evolve a major piece of furniture is a 
considerable advantage. Those wishing to 
use interesting colours and fabric choices 
can make this a unique and usable piece 
too, providing another chance to create a 
bold individual design statement without 
compromising ongoing comfort. Now 
versatile and enduring style is elementary.

DIMENSIONS (CM)     WIDTH DEPTH          HEIGHT

A Unit Base      83  83  45
B Unit Base      83  115  45
C Unit Base     115  115  45 
Wide Arm      29  95  62
A Back      85  08  80
B Back      115  08  80

B Unit bundled options

B Unit Base

A Unit bundled

C Unit Base A Back B Back C Cushion Boxe ushion EnvelopeWide ArmA Unit Base

ELEMENTS MODULAR LOUNGE
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morgan
Building on the success of an earlier 
model, the Morgan introduces a high 
back, thicker seat cushions and a new 
level of laminate foam for superior 
ergonomic support. The level of comfort 
is backed by solid, enduring design – it 
will look as good years from today as it 
does here and now. The adaptability of 
the Morgan is not limited to its settee 
or modular layout either. Create a fabric 
finish that is unique to your style. Change 
the arm placement to ensure efficiency 
of space. Choose the feet, be it brushed 
aluminium stilletto leg, or wooden peg 
leg, to step in sync with your space.

DIMENSIONS (CM)     WIDTH DEPTH          HEIGHT

2 Seater Settee      182  95  82
3 Seater Settee      248  95  82
4 Seater Settee     315  95  82 
Straight Unit Twin      135  95  82
Straight Unit Triple      202  95  82
Ottoman      68  95  44.5
End Unit Twin (LH / RH arm)     159  95  82
End Unit Triple (LH / RH arm)    225  95  82
Chaise Unit Twin (LH / RH arm)     215  95  82
Chaise Unit Triple (LH / RH arm)     281  95  82
Seat Height       44.5

End and Chaise Units can be 
specified with left hand or 
right hand arm. (Left or right 
is determined by looking at 
unit, not sitting on it.)

End Unit Twin / 
left arm

End Unit Triple / 
left arm

Chaise Unit Twin / 
left arm

Chaise Unit Triple / 
left arm

2 Seater Settee 3 Seater Settee 4 Seater Settee

Straight Unit 
Twin

Straight Unit 
Triple

Ottoman

End Unit Twin / 
right arm

End Unit Triple / 
right arm

Chaise Unit Twin / 
right arm

Chaise Unit Triple / 
right arm

newport
The Newport offers a snug, stylish and 
sophisticated approach to modular 
seating, its chunky shape and careful 
construction prove pleasing on the eye 
and even more on the body. 

With its clear-cut European lines, compact 
footprint and flange detailing the couch 
can easily fit into a range of décor styles. 
The quality of comfort is considerable 
also. Here the mid-back height will 
support the shoulders without the design 
overpowering the room. The high quality 
foams provide firm support and the 
enticement to stretch out and slip into 
hours of serene relaxation.

DIMENSIONS (CM)  WIDTH DEPTH          HEIGHT

2.5 Seater   193  97  76 
3 Seater   220  97  76
3.5 Seater   250 97  76
End Unit Large (LH or RH arm)   109  97  76
End Unit Standard  (LH or RH arm)   99  97  76
Corner Unit   97  97  76
Straight Unit Large (no arms)   84  97  76
Straight Unit Standard (no arms)   74  97  76
OT17 - Ottoman Storage   65  97  46
Seat height    46

2.5 Seater Settee 3 Seater Settee 3.5 Seater Settee

Straight Unit 
Large

Straight Unit 
Standard

Ottoman
Storage

End Unit Large / 
right arm

End Unit Standard / 
right arm

Corner Unit

End units can be specified 
with left hand or right hand 
arm. (Left or right is 
determined by looking at 
unit, not sitting on it.)

End Unit Large / 
left arm

End Unit Standard / 
left arm
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qbe
Mix sections, match style, build your 
QBE. With innovative weighted backs 
and corner sections this unique range 
redefines the lounge suite with a 
sophisticated and adaptable approach 
to modular seating. The QBE suits both 
domestic and commercial uses and is 
ideal seating for foyers. Tetris lovers will 
certainly love it – not only is it reminiscent 
of the classic computer game, the 
QBE can provide just as much joy in its 
configuration possibilities.

DIMENSIONS (CM)     WIDTH DEPTH          HEIGHT

Straight Back Unit (standard size)   90  90  75
Corner Back / End Unit (standard size)   90  90  75
Square Box Base / Ottoman (standard size)  90  90  44
Straight Back Unit (small size)    83  83  75
Corner Back / End Unit (small size)   83  83  75
Square Box Base / Ottoman (small size)   83  83  44
Seat Height        44

The QBE suits both domestic 
and commercial uses and is ideal 
seating for foyers. 

Mix sections, match style,
build your QBE.

QBE MODULAR LOUNGE

Corner/End Unit Base/OttomanStraight Unit

Corner/End Unit Base/OttomanStraight Unit

The potential 
arrangements are 
only limited by 
your coordination 
skills and 
available space.

Standard size 90cm2

Small size 83cm2

Corner/End Unit Base/OttomanStraight Unit

Corner/End Unit Base/OttomanStraight Unit

The potential 
arrangements are 
only limited by 
your coordination 
skills and 
available space.

Standard size 90cm2

Small size 83cm2
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There are a couple of things you’ll notice when taking 
a seat for the first time on a conventional Kovacs chair. 
First, it’s anything but conventional – each chair is 
carefully developed to deliver both a unique shape and 
enduring style. Then there’s that inescapable feeling of 
comfort and support. So why not sit back and enjoy it?

CHAIRS

SPYDER CHAIR

BAXTER CHAIR, MOD COFFEE TABLE 02

Whimsical from 
some angles, serious 
from others.
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charlie
Don’t be fooled by this chair’s diminutive appearance. It may be compact but the Charlie 
is every bit as cosy as a larger lounge chair. This resourceful piece of furniture has been 
shrewdly designed to suit any space without compromising comfort. Indeed, it’s difficult 
to classify under any particular genre. And that is where its distinct appeal lies. The 
Charlie is a super functional and cost-effective chair. Designed to suit a huge variety of 
uses, built to last for generations, this is chair that can be placed in any room – it would 
quickly become the favourite piece there.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair - standard 72 74 81
Chair - swivel 72 74 81 
Seat height   45

austin
A charming, retrospective take on the occasional chair, the Austin’s style is at once both 
sophisticated and idiosyncratic – it’s the chair to add an individualistic manner to your 
manor. With an attention to detail and a focus on construction the Austin maintains the 
quality and durability of right now New Zealand while exuding the charm and excitement 
of mid-century Britain.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair 67 73 84
2 Seater 120 73 84 
Seat height   47

baxter
Whimsical from some angles, serious from others, the Baxter is for those who appreciate 
the unexpected. The striking form uses two frames, each independent of the other. A 
southern beech external frame has a fine-grained texture providing an exquisite finish. 
The internal frame is constructed from MDF and beech, the strength and longevity of the 
latter timber ideal here. Careful consideration has also gone into the foam cushioning 
to support this frame. So, be it commercial or residential spaces, the compact Baxter is 
designed to create an impression. However, like all our furniture, it’s to be enjoyed rather 
than just observed. 

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair 70 84 75 
Seat height   44

It’s the chair 
to add an 
individualistic 
manner to your 
manor.

AUSTIN CHAIR
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DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair 69 79 92 
Seat height   47

frankie
The reasoning behind the name of this chair should become obvious when it’s viewed 
alongside our popular Franklin model. While the Frankie has the distinctive style and 
well-padded comfort of it’s bigger brother the lower profile, slimmer hind leg and 
compact footprint of this chair make it suited to a wider range of interior environments in 
both commercial and residential settings. With huge flexibility in fabric styles and small-
but-confident charm this is a chair that can fit in or stand out – the choice is yours.

franklin
The Franklin’s plush cushioning and structure offers an elegant solution to a huge variety 
of interior situations. Contemporary and ergonomically beneficial without being brazen or 
intrusive, it comes with the choice of a plain or button look seat back and a huge range 
of fabric finishing choices. With a small footprint this high-backed wing style delivers 
huge comfort and support for many different body types and the commercial grade foam 
and strong Southland beech and MDF structure provide heavy-duty durability.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair 69 80 111
2 Seater 125.5 80 111 
Seat height   48

havana
This breakout piece calls to mind balmy nights and improvised rhythms; rich 
conversation over a cool mojito – and perhaps a smoky whisky to see in the dawn. 
An eclectic design lineage offers 1940s elements and the curved back is a strong 
reference to the 1920s. Gentle steam treatments deliver the perfect curve in the natural 
southern beech timber of the frame. The soft cushioning ensures the comfort required 
for conversations that run long into the night. The Havana is undoubtedly a head-
turner. And, whether upholstered in a punchy pattern or a textured neutral fabric, it will 
certainly get people nodding in agreement.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair 64 66 69 
Seat height   46

With huge flexibility 
in fabric styles and 
small-but-confident 
charm the Frankie is 
a chair that can fit in 
or stand out.

FRANKIE CHAIR

Button look back Plain back
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DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT

Luigi A 49 54 87
Luigi B 57 54 87
Luigi C 57 54 87
Luigi D 57 54 87
Luigi Metropol 120 66 87
Seat height   49

luigi
When space is at a premium but a strong design statement is required the Luigi 
both fits in and stands out. Comfortable and elegant, this chair offers you a range of 
construction choices – you can have it with or without arms, wooden or upholstered 
and, in a commercial setting, a left or right arm can be added in order to extend 
the functionality of a set. The quality beech frame construction is also available in             
a choice of finishes.

A B C D Metropol

New Black Base

louis
The Louis chair has instant appeal for those who want the best blend of quality, 
comfort and contemporary design. There’s durable frame construction, attention to 
detail and resilient seat foams, combined with a super web seat suspension system 
and a generous seat width. The Louis can be made up in either leather or fabric and 
the sturdy swivel stand base is standard in brushed stainless steel, with an option of a 
black base.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair 71 73 79 
Seat height   45

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair 75  85 78 
2 Seater 143  85 78
3 Seater 203  85 78
Seat height       43

malta
The award winning Malta is available as a chair, a 2 seater and a 3 seater settee. 
With timeless appeal this design looks great in either fabric or leather, the polished 
wooden arms and dark walnut-finish legs helping it stand out while offering every 
incentive to sit down and settle in. Steel spring suspension and highly resilient seat 
foam provide excellent support and, depending on the choice of covering, its form 
can suit a huge range of fashion too.

With timeless 
appeal, this 
design looks 
great in either 
fabric or leather.

MALTA CHAIR, MASON SIDE TABLE
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mantis
The supple, curved and modular bearing provides encompassing support to the 
body and steel legs that echo the unique angles of the praying mantis - the Mantis 
swivel chair certainly has its contrasts. The art deco aesthetic delivers an edgy look 
and feel while offering simple functionality. The clean, angular lines and laser-cut 
steel foundation highlight aesthetic style while incorporating structural strength. 
Such striking design does not come at the cost of comfort or usability, with luxurious 
cushioning the Mantis encourages rest and relaxation.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair 64 70 72 
Seat height   44

nero
Simple, understated and classically elegant, the Nero chair is perfectly balanced 
with grace and strength. The durable seat has elasticised multi-strand webbing and 
the sturdy construction is enclosed with well-fitted covers and trim stitched detail.
It’s available in two versions as well – the Nero Ground with short, satin-polished 
pine legs and the Nero Long with legs of satin-polished silver beech.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair Ground 65 65 87 
Chair Long Leg 65 65 88 
2 Seater Ground 122 65 87 
2 Seater Long Leg 122 65 88
Seat height   49

monte largo
The delicate lines, tough construction and distinct manner of the Monte Largo chair 
make it a popular choice for interior designers looking to enhance both residential 
and commercial spaces. With a canny blend of contemporary and traditional this 
chair, available in fabric or leather, makes a great dining, bedroom or reception piece.     
With an outside back ring, decorative nailing or braid trim there are several options  
for the final look of the Monte Largo too.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair 49 58 89 
Seat height   54

MANTIS CHAIR

The art deco 
aesthetic 
delivers an edgy 
look and feel.
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shelby
The beautiful proportions of the Shelby invite you to sit down, put your head back 
and try to defy the sweet embrace of relaxing sleep. Tidily sized, this is a chair that 
can fit almost anywhere. While fine lines imbue the Shelby with elegance its softened 
curves make for generous seating. With a high back and an inconspicuous rocker 
swivel function, it performs perfectly in a baby’s nursery or in a bedroom – but is 
equally a welcome addition to any other room. Stylish and comfortable, the Shelby 
chair’s sleek silhouette exemplifies design rigor and upholstery excellence.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair- wood legs 74 80 94 
Chair - swivel 74 80 94
Chair - swivel/rocker 74 80 94 
Seat height   47

spyder
It’s been dubbed ‘the little chair that will go anywhere’ by our team. The Spyder 
works well with larger pieces or, with a bold colour or textured fabric, become a 
centerpiece in its own right. The elegant legs have a delicate appearance that belies 
their true strength. Constructed in welded steel, powder-coated and bolted, they 
deliver a compact silhouette for the deceptively spacious seat. This adaptability is 
matched by comfort, which is a hall mark of all Kovacs product.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair- wood legs 79 73 70  
Seat height   43

roma
Bridging the gap between the large lounge and the small cocktail chair, the Roma 
easily fits into a variety of seating settings. Available in two versions (upholstered 
or with wooden legs), the Roma has a reversible back cushion, full high resilience 
foam padding and availability in either fabric or leather. Whatever choice is made 
in construction the final result will be the same: refined style, superb comfort and 
many years of pleasurable use.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair Fabric Leg 70 76 81 
Chair Wood Leg 70 76 81
2 Seater 126 76 81 
Seat height   46The Spyders 

elegant legs 
have a delicate 
appearance that 
belies their true 
strength.

SPYDER CHAIR
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DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair  76 96 78 
2 Seater  135 96 78
Seat height   44

verdi
The Verdi delivers equal amounts of attitude and adaptability. Be it classic or 
contemporary its clean, simple lines ensure this chair fits easily into a wide 
range of residential and commercial settings. It’s adaptable in construction too. 
Available as a chair and settee, the seat cushions are reversible and the back 
cushions removable. It can be covered in fabric or leather and the solid wood 
arms and legs look great in a variety of finishes. Back and seat cushions are 
reversible.

zoe
The bold lines and confident bearing of the Zoe makes it a great choice for the 
stylish modern home. Here, the extended back is both elegant and supportive 
– providing years of quality reading, conversation and relaxation time. Available 
as either a chair or two-seater, and with a high or low leg, A considered choice 
of leather or fabric also ensures the final look of the Zoe stands out with a solid, 
simple and effective design statement.  

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair - low leg 72 72 98 
Chair - high leg 72 72 102.5 
2 Seater - low leg 141 72 98 
2 Seater  - high leg 141 72 102.5
Seat height   45
Footstool 48 50 45

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Swivel Chair  71 72 74
Seat height   46 
Trumpet Chair  71 72 72
Seat height   45 

tango
For those who are passionate about style and colour the design of the Tango 
dances to a different beat. It’s backed by a solid stance too – the sturdy frame 
construction and resilient seat foam works well with the web seat suspension 
system to ensure lasting comfort. For a change in tempo the Tango can also be 
made in leather or fabric, with the option for a sturdy swivel or retro trumpet base.

taylor
Some may see this as a more ‘sensible’ version of our Tango model. However the 
Taylor is very much it’s own chair, its range of unique style and comfort features 
providing both personality and functionality. While the seat line is separate, the 
arm profile more defined, the Taylor still maintains the cute, funky demeanor of the 
Tango. Ideally suited for small spaces and, obviously, incredibly comfortable, the 
Taylor matches most fabric finishes and interior environments too. 

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH  HEIGHT 

Chair  73 74 70 
Seat height   45

TAYLOR CHAIR

Passionate 
about style 
and colour...
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With modern life fast-paced and frenetic some of 
your best assets will be those that deliver you the 
opportunity to take a weight off and take it all in. Now is 
the time to step back from the pack, sink into the luxury 
and repose and revitalise yourself with unerring support 
and enduring style. Now is your time to recline.

RECLINER
LOUNGE

RANFURLY SETTEE
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The Ranfurly offers the 
perfect blend of classic 
style with contemporary
features and luxury.
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euro
The Euro’s tailored style is unassuming but entirely effective – while casual in 
appearance there’s an underlying sophistication in design and construction. 
Here the high back, adjustable headrests and spacious depth and width are 
available in either a fixed model, as a recliner, available motorised, or with a recline/
swivel 3D Motion mechanism – the last two options available fitted with the Xtenda 
footrest or with a chaise option. You really can judge this book by its cover – the 
Euro is as comfortable as it looks. 

knightsbridge
Softly curved cut back arms, contemporary features and classic style are all combined 
in the Knightsbridge. Every detail is completed to the highest level of quality and 
it’s this attention to detail that ensures both enduring style and comfort. The chair 
has a high back for supreme relaxation and is available fixed or as a recliner. The 
recliner has a smooth action activated by a simple push. The matching settee has a 
lower back and is available in two, two and a half, and three seater options. Optional 
rechargable battery powerpack for motorised chair.

kingsman
Great things come in small packages. A more compact, sleeker yet just as stunning 
version of the Ranfurly, the Kingsman is a chair that effortlessly lends itself to a classic 
or contemporary setting. Create a traditional look with rich leather covering and solid, 
turned legs or go for a lighter look with an understated leg and lighter fabric covering. 
Optional rechargable battery powerpack for motorised chair.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair - fixed  100  96  103
Chair - recliner  100  96  103 
2 Seater   157  88  95
2.5 Seater 183  88  95
3 Seater   216  88  95
Seat height        53

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair - fixed  98  94  102
Chair - recliner  98  94  102
Chair - motor  98  94  102 
2 Seater   155  92  94
2.5 Seater 185  92  94
3 Seater   214  92  94
Seat height        53

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair - fixed  90 94 101
Chair - recliner  90 94 103
Chair - motor  90 94 101
Chair - 3D  90 94 103
Chair - ezi-out  90 94 103 
2 Seater  154 94 101
2.5 Seater 170 94 101
3 Seater   200 94 101
3.5 Seater 223 94 101
Seat height               49-50
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KNIGHTSBRIDGE CHAIR

A smooth action 
activated by a 
simple push.
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That’s why we’re so happy we are now 
able to include a battery pack in our 
recliners – the Kingsman, Knightsbridge, 
Milford, Murray and Seddon models.     
The chair can perform up to 150 cycles 
on one charge, so it only needs to be 
plugged in for a quick recharge every now 
and then. This means you can now move 
chairs (and people) around the room for 
a change in scenery without the need for 
ugly extension cords to trip over.

ohau
When nothing but the utmost rest and relaxation is required the Ohau has support 
in all the right places. Providing full head and shoulder backing, blissful lumbar 
support and a shallower seat depth that won’t leave shorter people high and dry, 
it’s a chair made for serious sitting contentment. And despite the compact footprint 
and narrow arm width there’s no compromise in the high back comfort and heavy-
duty construction.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair 87  94  100   
2 Seater 141  94  100
2.5 Seater 169  94  100
3 Seater 201  94  100
Seat height        45-47

MURRAY CHAIR

Some classics are 
better unplugged.

MURRAY CHAIR
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DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair   72  90 104
Seat height   49

murray
Minimalist and modern while evoking a classic feel of yesteryear, the Murray 
provides confident style and enduring, luxurious comfort – and it does so all 
within a conveniently compact footprint. Be it ordered as a fixed chair, a recliner or 
matching settees, in fabric or leather, the adjustable headrest, ergonomic support 
and enveloping luxury of this chair provides perfect stress-free seating. Optional 
rechargable battery powerpack for motorised chair.

milford
The Milford chair follows a Kovacs tradition of providing maximum comfort in a relatively 
compact width recliner chair. While modern in appearance the studded winged sides 
and arms add a classical touch. The Milford can be ordered in either fabric or leather, and 
its styling leans toward imaginative use of fabric, texture and pattern. It can be ordered 
as a fixed chair or as a recliner. When ordered as a recliner there are no handles, knobs 
or buttons to activate. Simply sit and push the back to recline - nothing could be easier. 
Optional rechargable battery powerpack for motorised chair.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair   77  88 102 
2 Seater  137  88 101
2.5 Seater 161  88 101
Seat height   46

Battery packs arrive

Motorised recliners are undoubtedly always 
very useful for when you need to recline and 
rise with ease. However the need for these 
chairs to be constantly plugged in can be 
restrictive when it comes to room layout and 
interior design flexibility. Both chair and user 
can quickly become ‘immovable’ fixtures.
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ranfurly
The Ranfurly chair comes with a high back for supreme relaxation, and is available 
in three versions - a fixed chair, a recliner activated by a simple push or, a motorised 
recliner activated with a hand held remote control. The settee, available in both two 
and three seater options, brings a level of sophistication and glamour to any room. 
This series has eyecatching turned wooden front legs with a contemporary tapered 
front leg option also available.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair - fixed 105 94 101 
Chair - recliner  105 94 101 
2 Seater  162 92 94
2.5 Seater 192 92 94
3 Seater   221 92 94
Seat height   53
Ottoman 12 57 50 46

seddon
The Seddon range is designed for maximum comfort within a compact footprint. 
The higher seating position and more upright stance suit people who like to 
remain attentive and active while seated. The chair can be fitted with a manual or a 
motorized recliner mechanism. Lockable heavy duty wheels can also be specified if 
required. Settees complete the range. Seat height varies with foot chosen. Optional 
rechargable battery powerpack for motorised chair.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT

Chair   75 87 110 
2 Seater   134 87 104 
2.5 Seater 158 87 104  
Seat height       53

SEDDON CHAIR 
AND SETTEE

...maximum 
comfort within 
a compact 
footprint.

Crafted with absolute care and precise refinement, 
every facet of design and construction in the 
Puremotion range has been honed to deliver 
remarkable style and unadulterated relaxation. 
These chairs offer the maximum of comfort with a 
reclining back that goes to a near horizontal plane. 
And, with no need for a footstool or oversized 
base, there’s space to stretch out from a very small 
footprint. It is no wonder owners of Puremotion 
become so zealous in their advocacy of these 
chairs – it’s an experience that needs to be 
enjoyed day after day.

KIRI PUREMOTION CHAIR
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3

1

Think a-head. Often the neck and head areas are the 
first to feel stress and tightness, hence our particular 
attention in delivering adjustable head and neck support 
that’s ergonomically correct, yet provides supreme 
comfort while maintaining a streamlined appearance.

No slouching about. Some chairs are made for fleeting 
visits. The Puremotion range has been designed to 
spend time in. With full ergonomic support for the 
entire lumbar region it doesn’t matter how long you 
stay, you’ll always feel refreshed.

4

KIRI PUREMOTION CHAIR

Let your fingers do the work. With life placing ever 
increasing demands on your time and attention, taking 
the stress out of everyday living means only having 
to deal with a concealed, easy to use control panel or 
elegant lever for reclining without the distractions.

Function and Fashion. Don’t let the sleek design 
fool you. Attention to detail at the design stage has 
provided armrests with beautiful, subtle lines that 
deliver ultimate comfort at every stage.

5

Don’t just sit there. Lie back and relax. The 
Puremotion integrated footrest delivers that final 
touch of luxury with out the bulk or inconvenience 
of a separate ottoman. All models are available 
either manually or electrically operated.

7

Style from the ground up. All the bases are built tough, yet have a 
unique, memorable look - covered in leather, a stained wood finish 
or in aluminium, the swivel base offers 360° rotation, solid support 
and standout design. Please note: Bases are not interchangeable 
between models.

6

All models are available with an optional footrest extender. 
It adds 16 cm to the standard footrest length and flips out 
to provide leg support for individuals taller than 184cm. (not 
recommended for Amy unless chair is used in the highest 
seat setting).

2

Puremotion features a patented mechanism, made 
under license to Lafer, shown here with the under 
arm motorised switch. 

The Puremotion range of chairs have a maximum 
user weight limitation of 120KG. (265lb or 18.9 
stone) People exceeding this weight should not 
purchase or refrain from using these chairs. Do 
not allow two people to sit in the chair at the same 
time as this may also exceed the weight limitation.
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amy
Express yourself with this bold, personality-plus chair. Confident design lines and 
bright colour choices make the Amy stand out and its inimitable style produces 
a look that is both nostalgic and avant-garde. The chair has great functionality 
too. There’s a 45mm height adjustment and the three-stage integrated footrest 
positioning is simple, practical and extremely useful. The future is here – and it’s as 
comfortable as you thought it would be.

adele
Looks can be deceiving. With a small footprint and a light, Scandinavian design 
character the Adele at first appears slight and insubstantial. But beneath the surface 
this chair benefits from incredibly sturdy construction and above it the sitting 
experience is one of faultless support and incredible comfort. With an extendable 
headrest providing additional support the Adele is adaptable to a range of settings 
both in the home and at the office.

DIMENSIONS (CM) 

Total height  100-110
Seat height  46
Total width  74
Between arms  50
Depth upright  80
Depth reclined  160-170

DIMENSIONS (CM) 

Total height  108
Seat height  48
Total width  83
Between arms  56
Depth upright  80
Depth reclined  175

DIMENSIONS (CM) 

Total height  101-105
Seat height  48-52
Total width  76
Between arms  48
Depth upright  80
Depth reclined  170

ella
The sleek base and ‘easy on the eye’ design of this chair ensures a strong sense 
of harmony with its surrounds. With a refined and sophisticated presence the Ella 
will always compliment a room. It doesn’t need to compete for attention - true style 
never does. It simply draws people in. And that’s how this careful combination of 
wood and covering material creates such a unique experience, one that’s both 
cutting edge and wholly comfortable.

Puremotion is 
honed to deliver 
remarkable style 
and unadulterated 
relaxation.

ADELE PUREMOTION CHAIR
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kiri
There’s nothing ostentatious about the Kiri – it’s a chair designed and built according 
to an exacting minimalist belief. You’ll find moving from upright into a near horizontal 
position is a simple, precise movement that will bring pleasure for years to come. 
Likewise the luxurious upholstery delivers full ergonomic support without over-
stylised lines. So there’s nothing between you and pure relaxation.

DIMENSIONS (CM) 

Total height  106
Seat height  48
Total width  74
Between arms  50
Depth upright  80
Depth reclined  173

nicole
With a robust design profile and solid construction the Nicole delivers a calm 
authority and distinct comfort, making it ideal for both office and home environments. 
The full ergonomic support is a great asset for extended stays and a careful attention 
to detail provides a unique headrest and solid, enveloping armrests. While the base 
can have a stained plywood finish generally a fabric or leather cover is used to 
complete the look.

DIMENSIONS (CM) 

Total height  106
Seat height  47
Total width  76
Between arms  54
Depth upright  80
Depth reclined  174

thor
The Thor has been precisely developed to suit modern apartment living and other 
areas where space is at a premium. That doesn’t mean you don’t have options 
however, with the integrated footrest, an adjustable headrest and a range of the 
finest fabrics and leather available to complete the look. With such capability the 
Thor’s compact frame belies a far greater comfort – you’ll be surprised at just how 
sumptuous the experience is.

DIMENSIONS (CM) 

Total height  105
Seat height  48
Total width  76
Between arms  50
Depth upright  80
Depth reclined  173

ELLA PUREMOTION CHAIR

ELLA PUREMOTION CHAIR

An experience that needs 
to be enjoyed day after day.
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When buying coffee and side tables, drawers and 
other pieces a learned perspective can make all 
the difference in the visual character of a room.                 
Our hard furniture range can be matched to other 
pieces or alternatively positioned as unique individual 
attractions. Available in a range of wood finishes, steel 
and engineered quartz, and built to provide timeless 
style and usability, each piece can equal and elevate 
the bearing and tone of your room.

HARD
FURNITURE

DETROIT SETTEE, PARK-A TABLES
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Elevate the 
bearing and tone 
of your room.
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DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

Art 0251 3 Drawer 103 44 86
Art 0253 2 Drawer 103 44 86
Art 0252 2 Drawer Side 50 30 60.5
 

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

Side Table 01 57 57 43
Side Table 02 46 46  43
Coffee Table 01  119 57 43
Coffee Table 02  108 62 43

 

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH   HEIGHT

OT9 Humpty large 57 57 35
Coffee Table large 116 116 42
OT9 Humpty small 46 46 35
Coffee Table small 95 95 42
 

como commodes
An elegant chest of drawer combinations can bring out the best in any room. 
The Como range has been crafted to help you create both unique individual 
attractions and a cohesive ensemble design. This series was conceived to 
span two distinct design worlds, where a regal, stately bearing combines with 
eastern influences to create a new standard of elegance. While each model has 
a contemporary sophistication they have been designed and built to withstand 
the test of time.

mod tables
The Mod range of hard furniture was conceived and built according to the 
mindset of late 50s trans-Atlantic design. These tables are the type you’d find 
before the ideal of glamour had been cheapened by reality-shows, before a 
cheap and cheerful flat-pack culture had reduced our expectations for a piece 
of furniture’s lifespan. With one eye on the past, and the other on future years of 
enjoyment, we have produced this range to suit the discerning customer, those 
with an appreciation for the cultural vibrancy and excitement of yesteryear. Four 
legged, three legged and kidney shaped, the tables have been constructed in a 
combination of beech and veneer and finished to a very high standard.

humpty
It’s not just a well-balanced table or convenient resting place. The Humpty 
footstool also doubles as an extra seat, making it ideal for those ‘last minute 
arrival’ occasions when finding enough seats becomes a challenge. When not 
required these chairs can be neatly tucked away under the coffee table, saving 
space and setting the scene. The Humpty can be purchased individually or as a 
set of four with the table in two sizes.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

Console Table 01 185 42 70
Coffee Table Ob 01  119 61.5 38
Coffee Table Sq 02 119 119 38
Side Table 01 61.5 61.5 38
 

park-a tables
Embracing the style and artistry of parquet, this range at once brightens a room 
with light tones and fine detailing while anchoring it with solid lines and strong 
steel framing. The Park-a series is available in two coffee tables, a console 
table and a side table. Made entirely in our New Zealand factory, the solid 
oak is mounted onto ply for added stability and then held in a solid steel bar 
framework. This steel is practical and uncompromising and yet, with its sleek 
lines and minimalist joins, altogether elegant and light in bearing. 

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

Circular Coffee Table Lge 102 - 37.5
Circular Side Table Lge 60 - 45
Square Side Table 39.5 39.5 56

 

mason tables
Providing natural texture to a setting without bulk, the smooth stone surface 
and slender steel frame assures strength while maintaining a sleek profile. The 
engineered quartz surface is an accessible alternative to granite or marble. It’s 
hand-worked to create a smooth polish and retains the cool, tactile qualities 
of natural stone, absorbing and reflecting light in different ways as the day 
changes. Available in a range of sizes, the Mason stands out while still allowing 
other pieces within the room to breathe.  

HENLEY SETTEE, 
MASON TABLES

Smooth stone 
surface and 
slender steel 
frame.
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Contemporary or classic? How do you decide when 
faced with the choice of these two often-disparate 
ideals: one living in the here and now, one harking 
back to earlier times? Can you achieve both? The 
Amalfi range of chairs does not fit into the same box 
as other furniture. It provides an opportunity to think 
outside the square, to hone a distinctive look that is 
uniquely yours and to be at once past and present 
with your style.

AMALFI

AMALFI 9248P, GRACE PLAIN BACK AND SEAT

Timeless 
design is 
timeless for 
a reason.
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DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

0319A 55 51 103 51
0319P 75 75 101 43
0319S 50 47 103 50

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

0346A 59.5 62 107 50
0346P 70.5 83 107 45
0346S 52 60 107 50

Amalfi 0319
0319A Carver Chair, 0319P Arm Chair with domed or boxed seat 
cushion and 0319S Chair

Amalfi 0346
0346A Carver Chair, 0346P Arm Chair and 0346S Chair

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

0209A 60 63 94 50
0209S 48 57 94 50

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

0308P 73 78 93 45

Amalfi 0252
0252A Carver Chair and 0252S Chair

Amalfi 0308
0308P Arm Chair

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

0209A 48 60 107 50
0209S 48 60 107 50

Amalfi 0209
0209A Carver Chair and 0209S Chair

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

0239D 122 70 97 44
0239P 69 75 97 46
0239O 66 58 46 -

Amalfi 0239
0239D 2 Seater Settee, 0239P Arm Chair and 0239O 
Ottoman

The design template is imported straight 
from the heart of Italy. Once here, Kovacs 
takes the strong timber componentry 
as the perfect foundation upon which 
to build this striking collection of 
upholstered chairs. With fabrics of 
inspirational colour, pattern and texture 
and a choice of exquisite finishing 
processes, anything, and everything, is 
possible.

The strength of this range exists in both 
it’s scope and flexibility. The straight lines 
and easy curves of particular models 
can comfortably reside in any room. 
Likewise, the more complicated arcs of 
certain Amalfi chairs can be upholstered 
to compliment and enhance your existing 
pieces.

‘Timeless design’ is timeless for a 
reason. When other styles come and 
go, a design classic captures the perfect 
balance. It lives through the ages, 
challenging and inspiring others to 
similar heights of excellence. The Amalfi 
range captures this historical grace and 
style while remaining on the cutting edge 
of the modern aesthetic.

A final touch can bring the entire chair 
to life. The choice of wood finishing and 
upholstery trim is another option that 
provides each chair a vital individuality. 
Most importantly, the entire range is open 
to you for adaptation and enhancement.

The Amalfi range is available in a variety 
of foundation styles, from impressively 
ornate to perfectly simple.

FINISHING 

A  Standard  Natural
B  Standard  Birch
C  Standard  Honey
D  Standard  Hickory
E  Standard  Chocolate
F  Standard  Wenge
G  Standard  Black
H  Standard  White
UPHOLSERY NAIL OPTIONS

I  Antique
J  Brassed
K  Nickeled

The beauty in the details:

A close look reveals impressive craftsmanship. 

A 

E 

I 

B 

F

J

C 

G

K

D 

H

In addition to colour options shown 
here, specialist colours and finishes are 
available on request.
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AMALFI 0711

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

9158P 69 80 112 50
9175P 69 66 87 46

Amalfi 9158, 9175
9158P Large Highback Chair, 9175P Large Lowback Chair 

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

3227A 59 49 93 50
3227S 48 46 93 50

Amalfi 3227
3227A Carver Chair, and 3227S Armless Chair 

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

0369Q 131 51 48 -

Amalfi 0369
0369Q Ottoman

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

0711D 163 61 85 32

Amalfi 0711
0711D Chaise Lounge (left hand arm only)

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

3265P 67 72 93 50

Amalfi 3265
3265P Louis Philippe Arm Chair

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

9196P 65 66 103 52

Amalfi 9196
9196P Large Arm Chair

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

9402P 67 70 90 46

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

9788P 73 64 93 47

Amalfi 9402
9402P Modern Cocktail Chair

Amalfi 9788
9788P Arm Chair

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH         HEIGHT SEAT HEIGHT

9248P 60 68 93 51

Amalfi 9248
9248P Arm Chair

The Amalfi range 
captures this 
historical grace 
and style while 
remaining on the 
cutting edge of the 
modern aesthetic.
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Not all ottomans are created equal. Some are content 
to sit on the sidelines next to their larger relatives. 
Others step up and demand attention. Our range offers 
variety in design and construction so, no matter your 
fashion or function needs, you’ll be able to find an 
ottoman that matches your style.

OTTOMANS

ROMA CHAIR, LACROSSE STOOL

MORGAN SETTEE, HUMPTY
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squareoblong

cuba oblong

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

OT1 Oblong* 155 66 42.5
*Available fixed or storage.
Add chosen leg for overall height.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

OT3 Oblong* 97 97 34
*Available fixed or storage.
Add chosen leg for overall height.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

OT5 Cuba oblong 155 66 39
Add chosen leg for overall height.

oblong narrow square narrow
DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

OT2 Oblong narrow* 155 65 29
*Available fixed or storage.
Add chosen leg for overall height.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

OT4 Oblong narrow* 97 97 29
*Available fixed or storage.
Add chosen leg for overall height.

cuba square
DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

OT6 Cuba square 90 90 35.5
Add chosen leg for overall height.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

Humpty large 57 57 35
Coffee Table large 116 116 42
Humpty small 46 46 35
Coffee Table small 95 95 42

humpty

zoe

ranfurly
DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

Ranfurly 57 50 46

newport
DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

Newport* 65 97 46
*Available fixed or storage. 

cowhide
DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

OT7 Cowhide 103 103 34
Add chosen leg for overall height.

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

OT8 Zoe 48 50 45

morgan
DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

Morgan 68 95 44.5

enzo round
DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

OT11 Enzo round 105 105 35

torrino
DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

OT14 Torino 113 113 20.5
Add chosen leg for overall height.

groovy
DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

Groovy 57 64 49

lacrosse stool
DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

Lacrosse Stool 64 48 42

No matter your fashion 
or function needs, you’ll 
be able to find an ottoman 
that matches your style.

The Kovacs collection of ottomans comes in a range of sizes and styles to suit any 
setting. With a choice of three standard shapes they can be constructed in a variety of 
sizes and the storage ottomans also provide the option of a deep or shallow profile.

All Kovacs ottomans can be adapted for flexibility of style too. Depending on the choice 
of leg you can customise the height of your ottoman or match it to an existing suite.

These ottomans are available fixed or with storage. Height shown is furnished height 
add the height of your chosen leg for overall height. (With the exception of the Enzo, 
Groovy, Lacrosse Stool, Round Stool and Humpty) 

DIMENSIONS (CM) WIDTH DEPTH    HEIGHT

Groovy 57 64 49
Humpty Large 59 59 35
Humpty Small 46 46 35
Lacrosse Stool 64 48 42
Morgan 68 95 44.5
Newport* 65 97 46
Ranfurly 57 50 46
Zoe  48 50 45
OT1 Oblong 155 66 42.5 
OT2 Oblong narrow* 155 65 29
OT3 Square* 97 97 34
OT4 Square narrow* 97 97 29
OT5 Cuba oblong 155 65 39
OT6 Cuba square 90 90 35.5
OT7 Cowhide 103 103 34
OT11 Enzo round 105 105 35
OT14 Torrino 113 113 20.5

*Available fixed or storage.

LEG HEIGHTS (CM) 

A = 16   
B = 13 
C = 10   
D = 7 
E = 4.5 
F = 9 

G = 9
H = 11.5
I = 13.5
J = 15.5
K = 17
L = 15
M = 13
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Sustained Strength 

With so much cheap and ecologically unsound 
international timber flooding the market the 
discerning buyer expects furniture makers to 
prove their wood comes from a sustainable 
source. We think this mindset makes sense. 
It’s why we take pride in our furniture being 
New Zealand grown. 

With few credible sources of rimu timber remaining, 
beech has become a good sustainable alternative for 
furniture craft here in New Zealand. 

We use this indigenous silver beech from Southland’s 
natural and second-growth forests. These privately 
owned forests must prove that they are managed to 
precise standards as part of a detailed and long-term 
sustainability plan. This involves the forestry gaining 
a Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry approved 
Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) Plan or SFM 
Permit.

The trunk Southland Beech tree is relatively straight 
and cylindrical, with little tapering through the length. 

Wood from this tree has a fine-grained texture that 
wears evenly. Depending on the age and location 
of the tree, and whether it is sapwood or hardwood, 
colour tones range from a soft pink to a deeper red 
with light grey and brown accents. 

This wood is strong and hard wearing – as well as 
providing a smooth canvas for high quality finishes. 
Here at Kovacs frames are hand-cut, then glued, 
screwed and corner-blocked for sturdiness. Details are 
finessed and the pieces assembled to create the final 
chassis.  

This process involves time and cost. But then, quality 
craftsmanship always does. 

We make furniture for future generations to enjoy. 
We source high-quality New Zealand timber from 
environmentally sustainable sources for the exact 
same reason.

SOUTHLAND
BEECH

BAXTER CHAIR
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GOING HEAVEN 
FOR LEATHER

The skill behind leathercraft focuses 
on sourcing, assessment and careful 
placement of the various grades upon 
the furniture.

No two hides are ever quite the same – which means 
every piece of furniture using this material is unique in 
its appeal. Get up close to good leather and you’ll see 
the difference. It’s the smell, texture, the touch and 
look of quality that sets a high-end piece apart. 
Cheaper ‘processed’ stock simply does not feel like this. 
However nor are the most expensive and luxurious leathers 
necessarily the most practical for furniture in high-risk 
environments. 

With semi-aniline leather there is a minimal amount of 
processing undertaken, finishing with a light sealer coat 
to ensure some protection from soiling while still retaining 
a natural feel. In this way we ensure the right balance of 
luxurious touch and longstanding toughness. 

At Kovacs we have used the same Italian tanneries for 
two decades now. Back in the mid 90s we were drawn to 
their passion and commitment to the craft. We’re happy 
to see this mindset has remained undiminished – they are 
still absolutely dedicated to producing the highest quality 
leathers.

Once delivered, we need to make the most of the material’s 
different strengths. Each hide naturally has its durable thicker 
areas and other, more delicate places that can stretch further. 
Assessing each is a simple but exacting process.

The different zones within each piece of furniture then play 
a big part in placement. There are wear zones, visible zones, 
creases and hidden spots. Trying to get the right balance 
is not a science but an art. First each hide is stretched to 
identify any imperfections. Then the patterns are marked and 
graded for each piece of furniture. For example, we can’t 
have high use areas taken from the belly of the hide or the 
neck grain, as it tends to stretch. While these areas have the 
least tensile strength (and are the most difficult to work with) 
they still have intrinsic value however. 

Working with leather is a very tactile experience – it rewards 
those who know what they’re doing. The buying process is 
similar. The true nature of leather is something that continues 
to reward for decades after purchase. For the educated 
furniture buyer this enduring style and comfort is worth every 
cent.

Watch your hide.

LEATHER CARE TIPS

If you’ve invested in quality leather furniture 
you’ll want to do everything you can to keep it 
looking good and lasting long. 

What to avoid
Never use abrasive cleaners or solvents, which can 
do permanent and irreversible damage. This is a 
regular issue around Christmas time when, in the 
rush to get everything ready, people will attack their 
furniture with all kinds of inappropriate household 
cleaners. 

How to clean
It’s very easy, provided you follow the instructions 
recommended for the leather type of your furniture. 
Generally all leather requires a two-step process: 
cleaning and conditioning. Only applying conditioner 
without first cleaning the dirt and old conditioner off 
can lead to dirt trapped in the coating. Remember – 
several light cleans are better than one aggressive 
approach.

Always remember
One common problem when going away for the 
holidays is excessive sunlight and it pays to move 
leather furniture away from where direct sun can 
stay on the furniture. If you want to leave the 
curtains open shift your chairs and couches away 
from the window areas. It also helps to rotate 
furniture regularly throughout the year. This avoids 
overexposure to just some parts of the furniture, or 
to certain individual pieces.

Use the right cleaners
We suggest using cleaning products that provide 
long-term benefits along with short-term good looks. 
For the best of these products you don’t have to 
look far either – there’s an internationally recognised 
industry-leader right in our backyard. Pelle Care 
products are manufactured in Timaru. They’ve 
developed top of the line care products that don’t 
cost the earth. 
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We don’t settle for second best when it comes to our suppliers. Only the most 
diligent, experienced and forward-thinking tannery will do. 

That’s because, over the years, we’ve been reminded time and time again that 
everything starts with the quality of the leather. Our reputation rests on it, our 
customers relax on it and, with our time-honoured guarantee, we stand by it.

LEATHER TYPE 
& COLOUR.

Canelle

Diesel

BronzeCharcoal

Fossil

White PearlGreystone

Garbo

Pebble

Parchment

Onyx

Schist

Coffee

Zambucca

Cognac Grape Latte

dakota semi-aniline leather
With a totally natural grain, Dakota exhibits all the characteristics 
you love most about leather. It is best suited for medium risk wear 
situations. To help give Dakota that natural look & luxurious touch, 
it only carries a small amount of the protective coatings applied to 
heavy use corrected leathers.

milano pigmented top-coated leathers
If you love leather but are shy of its ability to stand up to wear, this is 
the leather for you. Milano is a pigmented top coated leather. That 
means it has a protective top coat, which helps to provide good 
resistance to fading, colour loss and some soiling. As such, it is 
more suitable for medium to heavy wear situations.

perla fully finished leather
A fully finished Leather with unique iridescent pearlised surface. 
Luxurious soft and silky touch. Dyed through, enhanced with oils 
and protective treatments, very lightly pigmented top grade cow 
hide. Suitable for medium wear situations. Scars, wrinkles and 
variations in grain and colour are endorsements of its natural beauty.

roadstar semi-aniline leather
Luxurious soft and silky touch dyed through, enhanced with oils and 
waxes and very lightly pigmented top grade cow hide. Suitable for 
medium to light wear situations which develops a rich character and 
patina over time. Scars, wrinkles and variations in grain and colour 
are endorsements of its natural beauty.

Due to the printing process actual product 
colours may vary from colours shown here.

Jamaica

natur semi-aniline leather
This leather is top grade full grain bovine hide that has been dyed 
through and then very lightly pigmented. The light, protective top 
coat provides medium resistance to fade and colour loss. There is 
some resistance to soiling and spills but care should be taken not 
to choose ‘Natur’ for high risk wear situations.

napoli pigmented top-coated leathers
This leather is dyed and pigmented cow hide that shows a uniform 
grain and colour. Because it is more thoroughly treated than 
some ‘natural’ leathers it is much more practical. Layer on layer of 
pigment is at the root of this added wearability. Napoli is leather 
you can trust for those times when you need a more durable choice.

WOOD.

Aniseed Chocolatto Fuso Nero

Olivio Palermo Pistachio

Our solid wood legs are polished to a satin finish
and are available in six standard colours.

ChocolateHickory

Natural

Wenge

Birch Honey

Available only 
while our current 
stock lasts
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KOVACS 
STOCKISTS 
IN NEW          
ZEALAND 
NORTH ISLAND
AUCKLAND
Allium Interiors
11 Teed Street, Newmarket
phone: 09 524 4242
email: info@alliuminteriors.co.nz
alliuminteriors.co.nz
Amazing Interiors
29B Ben Lomond Crescent, Pakuranga
phone:  09 576 8190
email: admin@amazinginteriors.co.nz
amazinginteriors.co.nz
Danske Møbler
Botany Town Centre
501 Ti Rakau Drive 
Botany Town Centre
phone: 09 274 1998
email: dm-botany@danske.co.nz
danskemobler.co.nz
Danske Møbler
Mt Eden
983 Mt Eden Road 
Three Kings 
phone: 09 625 3900
email: dm-threekings@danske.co.nz
danskemobler.co.nz
Danske Møbler
Northshore
13A Link Drive 
Wairau Park
phone: 09 443 3045
email: dm-northshore@danske.co.nz
danskemobler.co.nz
Firefly Light and Design
22 Wynyard Street
Devonport  
phone:  09 446 0934
email: info@fireflynz.com
fireflynz.com
McGreals Furniture
369 Khyber Pass Road 
Newmarket  
phone: 09 307 5290
email: sales@mcgreals.co.nz 
mcgreals.co.nz

WAIKATO
Danske Møbler
15 Maui Street
Hamilton
phone: 07 847 0398
email: dm-hamilton@danske.co.nz 
danskemobler.co.nz
The Design Depot
52 Alexandra Street, 
Hamilton 
phone: 07-850 5850
email: office@thedesigndepot.co.nz
thedesigndepot.co.nz 
Turton Oliver 
6 Sapper Moore-Jones Place
Hamilton 
phone: 07 855 5247
email: info@turtonoliver.co.nz
turtonoliver.co.nz
Curtain Creations Limited 
17/19 Rawhiti Avenue, Matamata
Phone 07 888 5414 Mobile 027 590 1924
email: alexis@curtaincreations.co.nz
curtaincreations.co.nz

BAY OF PLENTY
Design Depot
13 Totora Street 
Mt Maunganui, Tauranga 
phone: 07 572 0215
email: office@thedesigndepot.co.nz
thedesigndepot.co.nz
Greerton Furnishings
156 Chadwick Road 
Greerton, Tauranga 
phone: 07 578 2028
email: greertonfurn@xtra.co.nz
greertonfurnishings.co.nz
John Darke Interiors
14 Palm Grove
Judea, Tauranga
phone: 07 578 2065
email: info@johndarke.co.nz
johndarke.co.nz
Peter Clark Interiors Ltd
46 Boon Street 
Whakatane  
phone: 07 308 6453
email: peterclarkltd@xtra.co.nz

HAWKES BAY
Bryan Hutchinson Ltd
319 - 327 Heretaunga Street East 
Hastings 
phone: 06 878 2144
email: sales@hutchinsons.net.nz
hutchinsons.net.nz
Danske Møbler 
810 Heretaunga Street West 
St Leonards, Hastings
phone: 06 876 1010
email: dm-hastings@danske.co.nz 
danskemobler.co.nz

TARANAKI
Cleggs Furniture Court
181 Devon Street East 
Strandon, New Plymouth 
phone: 06 759 5690
email: pam@cleggs.co.nz 
cleggs.co.nz

WHANGANUI / MANAWATU
Danske Møbler
Turnbull Furniture
699 Main Street
Palmerston North
phone: 06 358 6800
email: dm-palmerston@danske.co.nz 
danskemobler.co.nz
King & Teppett Design
723 Main Street 
Palmerston North 
phone: 06 358 5589
kingandteppett.co.nz
Peter Andrews Furnishers Ltd
35 Kimbolton Road 
Fielding 
phone: 06 323 3195
email: pg.andrews@xtra.co.nz
Wanganui Furnishers
33 Victoria Avenue
Bridge Block 
Whanganui 
phone: 06 345 4554
email: wangafurn@xtra.co.nz 
wanganuifurnishers.co.nz

WAIRARAPA
Country Life Furniture LTD
431 Queen Street
Masterton
phone: 06 378 6060
email: info@countrylife.co.nz
countrylife.co.nz

WELLINGTON
Danske Møbler
Level 1 Harvey Norman Centre 
28 Rutherford Street 
Lower Hutt
phone: 04 568 5001
email: dm-lowerhutt@danske.co.nz 
danskemobler.co.nz
Lewis’s
25 Centennial Highway 
Ngauranga 
phone: 04 472 7722
email: wellington@lewiss.co.nz
lewiss.co.nz
McKenzie & Willis
153 Thorndon Quay 
Pipitea 
phone: 04 595 4250
email: wellington@mcw.nz
mcw.co.nz
Paulas Home and Living
25 Epiha Street
Paraparaumu
phone: 04 298 5990
email: info@paulas.co.nz
paulas.co.nz
Wellington Design Library
21 Marion Street
Te Aro
phone: 04 384 1801
email: info@wellingtondesignlibrary.co.nz
wellingtondesignlibrary.co.nz

SOUTH ISLAND 
NELSON / MARLBOROUGH
Lynfords
43 Scott Street 
Blenheim 
phone: 03 577 9506
email: info@lynfords.co.nz
lynfords.co.nz
Lynfords
675a Main Road 
Stoke, Nelson 
phone: 03 547 9842
email: info@lynfords.co.nz
lynfords.co.nz

CANTERBURY
Global Living
100 Moorhouse Avenue  
Addington, Christchurch 
phone: 03 366 8480
email: relax@global-living.co.nz
global-living.co.nz
Global Living Homebase
199 Marshland Road
Marshlands, Christchurch 
phone: 03 385 9444
email: homebase@global-living.co.nz
global-living.co.nz
McKenzie & Willis Christchurch
181 Blenheim Road 
Riccarton, Christchurch 
phone: 0800 888999
email: enquiry@mcw.nz
mcw.co.nz
Tillmans Fine Furniture
146 Somerfield Street 
Beckenham, Christchurch 
phone: 03 3662409
email: info@tillmans.co.nz
tillmans.co.nz
Redmonds Furnishings & Flooring
174 Burnett Street 
Ashburton 
phone: 03 308 5269
email: furnishing@redmonds.co.nz
redmonds.co.nz

Living With Style
300 Hilton Highway 
Washdyke, Timaru 
phone: 03 688 2960
email: info@livingwithstyle.co.nz
livingwithstyle.co.nz
McKenzie & Willis Timaru
The Old Post Office Building 
16 Sophia Street 
Timaru 
phone: 03 684 7056
email: timaru@mcw.nz
mcw.co.nz

OTAGO
H&J Smith - Frankton
Remarkables Park Shopping Centre 
Frankton 
Queenstown
phone: 03 450 9270
email: reception@hjsmith.co.nz
hjsmith.co.nz
Ivan Bulling Furniture Ltd
195 Hanover Street 
Dunedin 
phone: 03 477 3323
email: dn@bullings.co.nz
bullings.co.nz
McKenzie & Willis Dunedin
97 Crawford Street 
Dunedin 
phone: 03 471 9100
email: dunedin@mcw.nz
mcw.co.nz
McKenzie & Willis Queenstown
The Junction - 54 Gorge Road 
Queenstown 
phone: 03 442 7355
email: queenstown@mcw.nz
mcw.co.nz 
McKenzie & Willis Wanaka
20 Ardmore Street 
Wanaka 
phone: 03 443 4997
email: wanaka@mcw.nz
mcw.co.nz

SOUTHLAND
H & J Smiths Invercargill
66 - 74 Tay Street 
Invercargill 
phone: 03 211 0199
email: reception@hjsmith.co.nz
hjsmith.co.nz
Ivan Bulling Ltd
45 Tay Street 
Invercargill 
phone: 03 218 4579
email: furniture@bullings.co.nz
bullings.co.nz
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Our history 
Kovacs began in 1959 in Christchurch, 
New Zealand under the careful 
guidance of Stephen Kovacs. 

With each new era the family business has 
passed down the skill within traditional European 
artisanship along with an unwavering commitment 
to innovation. 

Despite changes in style our focus, accuracy and 
adherence to these standards has resulted in 
the consistent development of distinctive luxury 
furniture. Our close supplier relationships, carefully 
forged over these years, have come with sourcing 
our materials from companies that parallel our 
devotion to the craft.

The popularity of the Kovacs brand has grown with 
each generation and, as discerning consumers 
recognise the difference investing in true luxury 
provides, it will continue to do so. That difference?    
The most comfortable, durable and timelessly 
stylish furniture you’ll own. From our factory, to your 
homes and businesses, our furniture is still made 
here – and still true to you.

Steve Minson and the Henley 
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